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Harvey A. Allen Scholarship
Ashton Aundrea Booher

Lorin W. Anderson Award
Brittany Garvin
Karen Worthy

Hal and Mickey Anderson Endowed Scholarship in Science Education
Brittany Paige Hall

Margaret Anliker Fellowship
Courtney Tipton

Conrad-Becton Scholarship
Catherine Elizabeth Hudierme

Dr. Paul Berg Graduate Fellowship
Jessica Myles

Campbell-Witten Fellowship
Lauren Elizabeth Lowe

Cecil-Self Scholarship
Badriyyah M. Adly
Malvia Jamie Miller
Phyllisia Brianna Thompson
Sue Clark Scholarship
Austin S. Utley

College of Education Scholarship
Ashton Aundrea Booher
Bridgett Orgain

Paul P. Fidler Fellowship
Christopher Proxey

Alice G. Floyd Scholarship
Jennifer M. Hamner

Mary Carter Grant Memorial Scholarship
Kristen Beegner
Christa Ehlhorn
Bridgett Orgain

Scottye Hedstrom Memorial Athletic Training Scholarship
Christopher R. Watson

Mary J. Heimberger Memorial Award
Madison Anne Curfin

I-95 Corridor Student Teaching Scholarship
Leah N. Hawkins

Richard E. Ishler Award
Katherine Nicole Hax
Jennifer Nicole Hodshon

Kappa Delta Pi Excellence in Leadership Award
Sara H. Kalbaugh

Kappa Delta Pi Outstanding Member Award
Michelle Elizabeth Brown

Gerald and Myra Lahn Fellowship
Kimberly Cardone

Paul Montgomery MacMillan, III Memorial Fellowship
Sarah McClanahan

Frank and Frankie McGuire Scholarship
Jackson Gourley

Carl H. Medlin, Jr. Scholarship
Lloyd Thomas Wood

Bryant A. and Jacqueline F. Meeks Scholarship
Jennifer Nicole Hodshon
Tiffany Livingstone

George Poda, Jr. Memorial Scholarship
Paige Drinkwater

Dennis A. Pruitt Fellowship
Jennifer Black

Dr. Judith Rink Fellowship
Benjamin Wellborn

Elizabeth Scuggs Scholarship in Romance Language Education
Jennifer M. Hamner

Charles and Grace Sloan Community College Leadership Alliance Fellowship
Karen Worthy

James A. Stoddard Memorial Fellowship
Leonis Wright

Nelle Taylor Scholarship in Special Education
Kimberly K. Perry

Robert G. Thurber Award
Tessa McAlpin

Dr. Patterson Wardlaw Memorial Fellowship
Benjamin Landers
Tessa McAlpin

Robert A. Weber Memorial Award
Catherine Elizabeth Hudierme
Whitney Cole Westermeyer

Department of Educational Studies Outstanding Doctoral Student Award
Jessica A. Fripp

Early Childhood Education Achievement Award
Chadford L. Phillips

Elementary Education Achievement Award
Jennifer Nicole Hodshon

Middle Level Education Achievement Award
Karl N. Deal
Courtney A. Ham

Secondary Education Achievement Award – English
Calhoun E. Juster

Secondary Education Achievement Award – Math
Emily R. Brown
Lauretta D. Grant

Secondary Education Achievement Award – Social Studies
Devin P. Shumate

Early Childhood Education Outstanding Senior Award
Andrea A. Lane

Elementary Education Outstanding Senior Award
Andrea A. Lane

Elementary Education Outstanding MAT Award
Emily S. Drucker

Middle Level Education Outstanding Senior Award
Elise D. Grant

Preston Award–English
Ashlynn M. Witcher

Preston Award–Math
Calhoun E. Juster

Preston Award–Social Studies
Ashley M. Silbera

Athletic Training Outstanding Major Award
David Mineberg

Physical Education Outstanding Teaching Major Award
Rebecca M. Walsh

Outstanding MAT Student in Physical Education Award
Erin K. Vaden

South Carolina Teaching Fellows

Shelley J. Black
Alex Boatwright
Brooke E. Bowen
Brooke N. Brabham
Ashley D. Buck
Austin Q. Buffum
Brady J. Buffum
Leslie Dyr
Nicole A. Efrenetz
Lauren A. Essinger
Ashley K. Folsom
Nik'Toshia J. Giles
Michael C. Gore
Laura C. Hudson
Laura E. Kaminski
Emily E. Kenney
Courtney D. Lewis
Katherine M. Marsch
Mary Kathryn Mazell
Lauren C. McDaniel
Gabriel M. McGee
Kory D. Middleton
Lauren Miller
Anna D. Pstrak
Amber C. Reed
Codie E. Revis
Caroline N. Rogers
Carly R. Rogers
Caitlyn E. Spires
Katelyn V. Suggs
Jeffrey C. Toler
Kayla E. Washington
Erin K. Waters
Gabrielle L. White
Makayla D. Williams
Victoria L. Williams
Melanie E. Winn
Emma E. Young

Melanie E. Winn

Erin K. Vaden